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December, 1901, Marconi was able to bridge the Atlantic, a feat which caught the
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who took their first steps into wireless.
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In the early days, everything was "spark". What exactly was spark? Well, sit
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down some summer night, listen to your AM or SW radio, and count the static
crashes. Now turn on the vacuum cleaner, or an electric shaver, and listen to your
radio again. Hear that noise? In short, spark wireless was merely a form of
"controlled static". A high voltage inside a spark coil would jump across a gap,
which was coupled to an antenna. The spark was keyed on and off to transmit the
code. The signal generated was extremely broad. A "state of the art" 1906 spark
transmitter operating on 400 meters

Next GMWS Meeting
November 9 2021
on Zoom

(750 kHz) would actually generate a signal from about 250 meters (1200 kHz) to
550 meters (545 kHz). Receivers were no better. Before 1912, all systems were
basically unamplified detectors. Tuners were primitive or nonexistent. As might be expected, by today's standards, the
early wireless stations were terribly inefficient. Transmitting ranges varied from as little as 600 feet with a 1/2 inch coil
to perhaps 100 miles from a kilowatt station and a 15 inch spark coil. Ships at sea with 5 KW transmitters might get as
much as
500 miles maximum range.
It was into this world that the early amateurs ventured. Actually, if we were to concentrate on the years prior to 1908, it
would be more appropriate to say "experimenters" rather than "amateurs". For in the first decade of wireless, there was
little or no interest in personal communications with other stations; rather, the concentration was on technical development, either in the interest of pure science, or (more often than not) with an eye towards cashing in on this new medium.
Experimenters were unorganized and, with the exception of those immediate stations with whom they ran tests, had no
knowledge or interest in other pioneer stations. Any true "amateurs" prior to 1908 have been lost in pre-historic obscurity.
By 1908, however, the face of wireless began to change. Technical developments had reached their first plateau, and a
Continued Pg # 3
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Sun outburst goes 'cannibal' as fast new blob overtakes a
slower one.
By Meghan Bartels 2 days ago
https://www.space.com/cannibal-cor
It's been a busy few days for our sun, which has produced three of the outbursts that scientists call coronal mass ejections (CMEs) since Monday (Nov. 1).
CMEs shoot globs of gas and magnetic fields out into space, often from sunspots, which are knots in the sun's magnetic
field. On Nov. 1 and Nov. 2, a sunspot designated AR2887 unleashed two of these outbursts. Then, later in the day on
Tuesday (Nov. 2), a second sunspot called AR2891 produced a CME as well.
That third outburst, it turns out, is moving more quickly than its two predecessors, so it swept through all of one previous
CME and part of the other, according to monitors at SpaceWeather.com — hence the moniker "cannibal" CME.
All three CMEs have been headed more or less toward Earth, and scientists predict that the resulting large CME will arrive at Earth this evening (Nov. 3) and produce geomagnetic storms beginning on Thursday (Nov. 4).
The Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC) of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
which tracks CMEs and similar events, has declared a minor geomagnetic storm watch for Wednesday and a moderate
watch for Thursday. d part of the other, according to monitors at SpaceWeather.com — hence the moniker "cannibal"
CME.
As a result of these storms, SWPC has warned of potential power grid fluctuations and irregularities in satellite orientation. The storms may also trigger stunning aurora displays of the northern lights as far south as New York, Wisconsin
and Washington, the prediction noted.
The sun's activity is governed by an 11-year cycle; currently, the sun is in what scientists have labeled "solar cycle 25."
This cycle is expected to peak in 2025, and early predictions suggested it would be a fairly moderate cycle, much like its
predecessor. ED Note: There are pictures and video’s at that URL.

WORLD WIDE RAG CHEW NET SUNDAY MORNING 11;00 am.
Currently, we can hear the NET on the 147.045 but temporarily there is a problem at the repeater and when you call
into the NET via the repeater you will not be heard. If you do not have a radio which will connect to one of the other
digital modes you can connect via EchoLink. You would need to pre-download the App onto your phone or computer
as they must first proof and approve your call sign. Only licensed Ham Radio operators can access Echo-link.
It might be a good idea to use the app a few times and get used to how it works as well. There is a short delay and
checking into the net can be a little tricky. https://secure.echolink.org/ The 147.045 Repeater is WG1Q-R, Rutland VT
Contact Scott W1SBW for information. swallettsr 72 @ yahoo .com (remove the spaces)
NOV/DEC 2021 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:
The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/- 600 kHz,
PL=100Hz). Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.” Note you can also
find the complete ARES Net Control Schedule on the GMWS web site at www.gmws.net., use the ARES link
in the “Upcoming Events and Amateur News” section of the home page. It is possible that the schedule will
change, so check the web site often for updates.

NOV 01

PETE NJ2VT

NOV 08

OPEN

DEC 06

PETE NJ2VT

NOV 15

STEVE W1SFR

DEC 13

OPEN

NOV 22

ANN MARY AB1CH

DEC 20

STEVE W1SFR

NOV 29

OPEN

DEC 27

ANN MARY AB1CH
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could take up this entire spectrum. Thus, it was imperative
that all stations cooperate and stand by when the others
number of major competitors had formed the first
were transmitting. Sadly, this often was not the case. In
"wireless trust"--United Wireless. With a temporary truce addition to interference between amateurs and commercial
in effect, equipment was now more readily available to the stations, there was more interference and sometimes delibpublic. Along with this, new magazines, such as "Modern erate jamming between commercial stations of different
Electrics," were formed with wireless communication as
companies. Prodded by the Navy (which was using ineffithe primary thrust. The circulation of "Modern Electrics"
cient and outdated equipment and thus suffering from exjumped from 2,000 to over 30,000 in just two years. The
cessive interference), Congress was starting to take a
year 1908 also saw the first "handbook", "Wireless Teleserious look at wireless regulation. However, before they
graph Construction for Amateurs." It is difficult to know
could take up proposed legislation, an incident happened
exactly how many amateur stations were on the air in this
that would quickly and dramatically alter the structure of
completely unregulated, laissez-faire era, but reliable estithe wireless spectrum.
mates put the number of "major" stations (i.e. those capable of communicating over 10 miles) at 600, while "minor" On April 15, 1912, the R.M.S. Titanic struck an iceberg in
stations with a one or two mile range probably numbered the North Atlantic and sank. Thanks to wireless, and the
3000 or more. Thus, if a year had to be arbitrarily chosen first S.O.S. in history, 713 lives were saved. However, it
has been argued that the number of survivors could have
as the start of amateur radio, it would probably be 1908.
been doubled or even tripled, if there were stronger wireAs for the "first" amateur, that's a harder one. Without liless regulations in effect. We are going to leave "The Waycensing, regulations, or a written record, there will never
back Machine" hovering over the year 1912, keeping a
be a definitive answer to this question. However, "The
sharp eye on the Titanic, and on a 22 year old experimentWayback Machine" has come up with the name W.E.D.
er in Yonkers, NY, who would soon make some major
Stokes, Jr. He was a founding member and the first Presicontributions to radio.
dent of the first amateur radio club--the Junior Wireless
So, until then, keep that spark gap adjusted and those raspy
Club, Limited, of New York City. This organization was
formed on January 2, 1909. Other founding members who CQs coming. We'll catch you next time on board "The
Wayback Machine."
might lay claim to the title "first amateur" were George
Eltz, Frank King, and Fred Seymour. Later the same year, From: by Bill Continelli, W2XOY
the Wireless Association of America, and the Radio Club
Copyright 1996, 2001 by William Continelli, W2XOY All
of Salt Lake City were created.
rights reserved.
By 1910, wireless clubs were springing up all over the
This series was started in Key Klicks back around 2010 (?)
country, and the first callbook -- "The Wireless Blue
but never completed. It was originally 16 articles. I was
Book" --was published. Since there were no regulations in first introduced to the series by a longtime GMWS friend,
this period, the callsigns listed in the "Blue Book" were
Jim KF4NBG
self assigned--which brings us to our third question--where
did the word "ham" come from? Legend has it there was a
phenomenal station on the air with a 5 KW transmitter,
which could be heard at all hours of the day and night at
distances of over 500 miles. The station operator used his
initials for his callsign - H.A.M. I don't know if this is the
real story, but I've always liked this explanation best.
Wayback Machine Continued from page #1

Amateur radio continued to grow. By 1911, "Modern Electrics" had a circulation of 52,000, and there were 10,000
amateurs in the country. With thousands of stations on the
air, both amateur and commercial, interference was becoming a serious problem, especially in marine communication. Ships, because of their restricted antenna length,
were limited to frequencies between 450 and 600 meters
(666 to 500 kHz). As we have seen, one spark station
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minutes for the GMWS meeting October 8 2021
Virtual Meeting on Zoom called to order at 7 PM, motion was made to approve minutes, minutes were approved.
Treasurer's report: Paid electricity bill, insurance, and zoom account. We are Solvent.
VE session: looking to do a VE session right after Thanksgiving Please contact Forest for information and scheduling.
Net control operators: We need more net control operators. We are down to only three and after the first of the year it will be only
two. It is easy and you do not need to be perfect! It all comes out for the good and there are only a few perimeters which are not
mandatory but do make it easier should you get involved with other nets or called for an emergency. k
Repeater update: the antenna issues are getting worse. There was discussion about whether to replace the antenna now with a used
one we have on hand, or whether it is better to wait until we can put a new pole or tower up. It was decided that if the issues continue to worsen at the same rate, the repeater will not last the winter. A motion was made to allow $750 to be put toward renting a 40
foot lift to replace the antenna. The estimated cost will only be $550, but some extra money may be necessary for mounting hardware. After discussion, the motion was passed. We will be looking into the possibility of putting up a tower at the repeater site next
year.
There was a brief discussion about the Vermont City marathon, they are looking for volunteers still if anyone is interested.
The meeting was called to a close and dismissed.
Respectfully Submitted by Club Secretary;
Calvin W1CLG

Happy Ending for Key Klicks Sale!
You would be surprised at who reads this little publication!
A few years ago, Pete (NJ2VT) advertised a Bearcat scanner for sale and I purchased
it from him. He programmed it and made a disc for me. It was a sweet deal.
I had it on a shelf and it barely survived Machias as she went through kittenhood and
bounding about the shelf where I kept it.
I used it for a number of years but as time went on I found myself preferring a more
simple scanner which was not so busy. Yes, I could have cut back on the number of
channels programed into the scanner but it had so many nice features I could not see
doing that and offered it for sale in Key Klicks. Lo and behold! Along came Zach
K1ZK. I believe he was interested in the digital modes and maybe some other features. A few weeks later he sent a picture and a report that the scanner had finally
found it’s perfect home. And I wish him happy hours of listening pleasure. Key
Klicks is a surprisingly good place to sell things and free for member (not commercial accounts) to list their items for sale/trade/free, etc.

Editor reserves the right to
On the other hand, if you have something that you are looking for or information you chose or decline a submission
would like, I would be glad to run things for you...as space allows. Please send info
and restrict size due to the space
to AB1CH@nfmra.org. Around the time of publication and when I place your item I available.
will send a QSL so you know it has been received/used.
Ann Mary AB1CH@nfmra.org
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Bacon & Cheddar Green Bean Casserole

https://www.campbells.com/recipes/bacon-cheddar-green-bean-casserole/

Everything’s better with bacon… and cheese. Make your favorite green bean
casserole even better, just by adding these two ingredients. And no need to
wait for a holiday to make this one - any day of the week will work!

Ingredients

cost per recipe: $10.72
2 cans (10 1/2 ounces) Campbell’s® Condensed Cream of Mushroom Soup or 98% Fat Free Cream of
Mushroom Soup1 cup milk
1/2 cup shredded Cheddar cheese
6 slices bacon, cooked and chopped (about 6 tablespoons)
1/4 teaspoon ground black pepper
8 cups cooked green beans or 4 cans (14.5 ounces each) any style Del Monte® Green Beans, drained
2 2/3 cups French's® French Fried Onions

Instructions

Step 1: Stir the soup, milk, half the cheese, 5 tablespoons bacon, black pepper, beans and 1 1/3
cups onions in a 3-quart baking dish.
Step 2: Bake at 350°F. for 25 minutes or until the bean mixture is hot and bubbling and the beans are tender (for softer beans bake a little longer). Stir the bean mixture. Sprinkle with the remaining cheese, onions and bacon.
Step 3: Bake for 5 minutes or until the onions are golden brown.

Prep Time: 10 min

Total: 40 min

Serves: 12

Calories/serving: 206

Prez-Sez
Prez-Sez Will Return Next Month!

.-- …. .- -/ .. …/ .-/ -.. . -. -.. .-. .. - ./ ..--..

Forest
N1BBQ
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W1IBR/sk Sam Gowan, SK.
W1IBR/sk
Sam Gowan, SK. Alexander “Sam” Gowan , 83, passed away Oct. 13, 2021, at Rutland Regional Medical Center. He was born in 1938 in Akron, Ohio. He earned his ham license at a
young age and was a graduate of Clarkson University with a bachelor’s degree in Industrial Engineering. He served his country as a lieutenant and communications officer in the Navy aboard
the USS Summit County. He worked as an engineer for many years, but his love of electronics
brought him to his favorite job as a manager at Radio Shack. He was always very helpful to all
our GMWS members in search of parts for all our ham radio projects. For a while during recent
years, Sam served GMWS as Vice President and as Net Control. Sam always had a smile and
was always pleasant.
7 3 and Godspeed Sam.

- -.- … …- . - … . -. -. .Veterans Day November 11 2021
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REPEATER INFORMATION

ALLSTAR NODE 525965 FOR W1GMW REPEATER ON BOARDMAN HILL FREQ.147.045 – OFFSET- 600
kHzTONE 100.0
This was done with a lot of time and planning from
N1BBQ W1AD W1SBW
Allstar connection is node # 525965

Chart of our repeater info from OCT KK … a repeat but important for those who missed it in special edition.

Echolink connection is WG1Q-R NODE # 682656
You will often find the repeater connected into the Worldwide Ragchew Amateur Radio group
Allstar Node 525960 is the Ragchew group you will find connections from all over the world connected here you
might hear a QSO from the UK to Australia.
There is also Allstar node 525961 this is the USA HUB.
Also, within these connections come 2 repeaters from the UK.
Repeater GB3ZN Maintained by M0OMT Stu in the Northeast UK.
Repeater GB3DQ Maintained by John G1YDQ in the Southwest UK.
And from time to time you will hear DMR and FUSION audio
There are 2 DMR bridges connected in one here in the USA and one in the UK.
There is also a Broadcastify live feed from the .045 repeater
Go to Broadcastify .com
listen then browse feeds

On the map click on the state of Vermont
It brings you to a picture of the state
Scroll to the bottom of page
You will see all feeds in the state of Vermont
Scroll down to Rutland and choose
W1GMW 147.045 MHz Amateur Radio Repeater
It will bring you to the live feed
Click on play live and have a listen
There is a 20 second delay

There is an option on the live stream page for feed archives
So, if for example you miss out on the Monday night net you can go back and listen to it or any QSO that was
made works well to check your audio after a QSO with someone.
This feed is Rx only no Tx
It’s my hope that this system opens the world for people to make contacts all over the world I know some stations
do not have HF capabilities.
Please contact me or anybody on this system questions or if you are interested in getting into allstar there is a lot
of knowledge within this group and some very all-around good people.
So pick up your radio and put your call out, you might be surprised who comes back to you
ENJOY

Produced by Scott W1SBW
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Mark Your Calendar ~Nets:

Every Monday:
gmws/ares Net, 147.045, 7:30 pm
gmws/w1ad 10m net 28.333 8PM(Bands permitting)
Vermont RACES Zone#3 Newt 6:30 PM nfmra 440 Network
Every day:
vermont phone traffic net, 3857 mhZ, 7:30 pm
VT/nh Traffic net, 3539, 7:00 pm
Every Sunday:
11:00 AM World wide rag chew net...see page 7 this issue.
vermont phone emergency net, 3976, 8:00 Am
acara roundtable 147.36 (100 Hz) 8:00 pm
Upcoming ve sessions:
Burlington area ve ralph kd1r 802-878-6454
Gmws For VE sessions or testing information, please contact
Tim W1VT or Forrest N1BBQ
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING

TUES NOV 9, 2021 ON ZOOM.
Many Thanks To Our CONTRIBUTORS!

Calvin W1CLG; Frank W1AD;
Pete NJ2VT; Zach K1ZK;
Forest N1BBQ; Scott W1SBW;

PLEASE CHECK EMAIL LIST FOR INVITE AND FB
FOR INFO. GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS SOCIETY
GROUP PAGE.

CONTEST CORNER INFO:
Many people go to the ARRL Contest Calendar page to
see what is playing for Ham radio contests and activities;
but, there are plenty more activities in the hobby. Check
out: http://www.contestcalendar.com/contestcal.html

PO BOX 84
Rutland VT 05702
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